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Голубой вагон (A blue carriage) –  

Musical journeys with ballad 

Łukasz Nowak and Adam Rakowski 

 

An offer of a musical duet Łukasz Nowak and Adam Rakowski consists of Russian songs 

from the broadly defined stage song trend. 

 

Łukasz Nowak – the leader and vocalist of the Caryna group. The author of lyrics and 

music. Co-creator of musical programmes: Голубой вагон and the Slav Soul. 

 

Adam Rakowski– a guitar player in the Zołotar group from Łódź. As a musician, he used to 

cooperate with an actor Lech Dyblik. 

 

 

Голубой вагон (A blue carriage) i.e. "Journeys with ballad" is a programme based 

on songs of such bards as: Yuri Kukin, Alexander Rosenbaum, Yuri Vizbor, Bulat 

Okudzhawa or Vladimir Vysotsky. You are invited for a musical expedition into the depths 

of the Russian soul, the eternal human dilemmas, sorrows and joys. We will take you for  

a journey "from the far Amazon" through "Madagascar" and the "wild steppe with Baikal" 

to the silent landscape of "sub-Moscow nights".  

 

Our performance is supported by a Serbian singer and a guitar player Darko Bugarić, and 

the “Journeys with ballad" is a programme enriched with Balkan (Serbian and 

Macedonian) songs, as well as English covers (The Doors, Carlos Santana or Chris Rea). 
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Duration of the performance: 

Primary composition:  90 min + 

Extended composition: 120 min + 

 

 

The programme is performed by 

Łukasz Nowak – vocal, guitar, harmonica 

Adam Rakowski – guitar 

+ Darko Bugarić – vocal, guitar 

 

Author’s fee: 

Primary composition: 500 € 

Extended composition: 700 € 

 

The group offers their own promotional materials 

 

Technical requirements 

Primary composition: 2 lines + a microphone and two wedges 

Extended composition: 3 lines + 2 microphones and 3 wedges 
 

 

Adam Rakowski, Łukasz Nowak, Darko Bugarić 


